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Insertion to the English translation:

“Kunstbeschouwing”
Unfortunately, there is no term description in the English language, which in a similar way attribute interpretation
like the Dutch term ‘kunstbeschouwing’.
In a formal sense “kunstbeschouwing” (art appreciation) is attributed to the theoretical components of the study
and research of art. Still ‘art appreciation’ is a bit of a step child in the scientific study of art, probably just because ‘looking at art’ is such a direct personal experience. This probably is the reason there is little consensus
on methodology and conceptual framework of ‘art appreciation’. At the same time, this is a paradox as well,
because ‘seeing’ establishes the primer connection between the artwork and you, the viewer.
In the Dutch term ‘kunstbeschouwing’ the core value “schouwen” is viewing with an investigative look. That is
also the direct approach which I advocate in this course. You step into the experience of discovering what seeing of the artwork does to you. Under the device “Seeing is enough” I offer an approach that lets you instantly
experience more fun through this investigative looking at art and which teaches you to look better, and make
you experience how seeing engages meaning.
There is need for a certain attitude, which briefly consists in you to practice yourself to suspend your judgment
until you have looked carefully and considered. In art appreciation understanding arises mainly as a results
from the analysis of what you see, through an ordered protocol in the way you cast your investigative look on
an artwork and in return the appreciation of this experience. For example, while you depart from the spontaneous, uninhibited look to discover on what is striking in the work, what immediately catches your eye because of
it stands out, what in visual terms awakens your attention, or what did you just see first because it differs from
your expectations? So the first question when seeing a work of art is not “what does it means? or do I like it?”,
but “what do I see?” and “how does it looks?”.
It is this first question which you have to address to open up the relation between you and the artwork. Then the
artwork will evoke even more in you. Which of these questions you want to have answered? There often are
instantly no readily given answers. Rather it keeps you afloat. There is a process of considerations that frogs
slowly into content, form, meaning and which addresses the artworks position in historical development. Like
pealing an onion.
Art thus is also always open to interpretation and thus ideal stuff for dialogue and conversation. Diving in
deeper, that is the art experience. Having that conversation gives nourishment to the pleasure of looking at art.
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Preface: Enjoying Art
An introduction into art-watching
with the “Art Binocular-Approach”

This e-reader is composed as a brief introduction into the vision that KunstKijken Nederland.nl wants to convey.
We have adopted an approach that actively encourages and stimulates the enjoyment of contemporary art. By
presenting you with a broad spectrum we want to show how you can achieve more fulfilment from, as well as
develop a passion for, contemporary art in a simple manner.
Our principles are centred around the next three statements;
1.
2.
3.

Seeing is enough
Art is enjoyment
Art Inspires!

We will gladly take you by the hand to embark on this proverbially journey together so as to discover the beautiful and wonderous world of contemporary art even further. During our ventures we will provide you with adequate and correct information in order to widen your interest and deepen your passion as an art lover. And we
do this with the single goal of further enhancing your enjoyment of contemporary art.
I would like to thank Pièrre Jansen, Frans Haks en Henk van Os for their stimulating and ongoing efforts to
make visual art more available to a larger audience. They have a gift for spreading the interest for visual art
amongst a growing and enthusiastic audience in an energetic and enthusiastic way, and therefore they continue
to be my role models.
It goes without saying that I value the responses of fellow art lovers so please feel free to share your thoughts.
Jan Willem van Rijnberk
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1. Seeing is enough

Being pleasantly overwhelmed by art is an experience that is hard to capture in words. Fortunately, in my life
I have continuously had, and still have, these sorts of experiences when I encounter visual art. Art that affects
me and leaves behind a profound imprint. I learned to appreciate this particular effect that art can have on me.
They are not just experiences of deep and intense beauty, but also, and maybe even particular, the experiences
that are best described as a sort of unexpected and surprising ‘outcome’. In these cases, the artist incorporates
the ‘outcome’ in his art work in such a way, that it seems that I am transported out of my everyday situation as it
were. His art work immerses me into an emotional experience. It is a set of experiences, feelings and emotions
that I only experience when I look at his art. At such moments, I temporarily forget about myself. Day-to-day
concerns that usually continuously nest themselves in my head, suddenly fall quiet and in that moment my head
experiences a moment of unknown clarity.
Standing in front of such an art work, it seems like I suddenly dissolve into nothingness. I am in a place where
time and space no longer exist. For a moment, I become one with the art work and together we form my world
as I am captivated by my visual experience of this work. My conscious is momentarily trumped, overcharged
or overfed. The screen-dumps that reach my brains through my eyes, create an unexpected and yet unknown
situation. A situation that can not be dealt with on autopilot. The result is a surprising state of confusion in which
the subconscious is addressed on another level in order to convey this new experience to me and thus clarify
the felt emotion in my head. This moment is accompanied by a suitable silence and it is in this silence that art
becomes enjoying: for now, seeing is sufficient.
To describe this experience, I also have to resort to words. I have to describe. The artist Henri Matisse (18691954) said: “What can be described in words, does not count in art”. I am not using this quote in order to
limit the experience of art to a mere visual encounter. I simply want to clarify what the art experience first and
foremost entails: that the art-experience enters our perception through our senses. Visual art, either figurative
or abstract, is something that uses our perception as an entrance hall in order to touch the deeper layers of our
core being. Whether we describe this with the help of neuroscience as a physical or mental process, watching
art gives us an experience that is hard to grasp into words. It is an emotional state of mind that the artist
conveys to us through his art work, received by our eyes and therefore wordless. Here, watching art becomes
enjoying art.
When it comes to art, we are never lost for words, especially when it comes to writing about art. These
utterances almost always refer to what art does and the effect it has on a person. Some people are true
masters in explaining the intentions of art. They have made a study out of all sorts of facts concerning the artist
in advance, including his time period, his social background and -motives as well as the vision and method of
the artist. This could all be regarded as interesting information and I do not object these experts ‘words’ but I
would like to encourage everyone, first and foremost, to look at the artwork yourself. To stand in front of such an
artwork and see and experience what it does to you.
To experience the effect of, for instance, looking at a Mark Rothko colour field painting and becoming aware
of how this work affects you. What sensation does the painting give you? Even after the experiences of many
others who looked at the same painting before you, viewing an artwork remains an individual and personal
process. That’s why the experience can differ from person to person. However, every once in a while it seems
that such a sensation is hard to describe in a few words. It is hidden behind the question “What is it that seeing
this particular artwork does to you?” Does it provoke certain feelings or an emotional state of mind, and if so,
what feeling or emotion is provoked?
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